RIVA TROUBLESHOOTING CHART
Call for heat

Lights I and III flash

Light I flashes every four seconds

 Call for heat has been initiated

 Boiler is in stand by, check connection to boiler control block in
control panel and reset boiler.

FAULT
Circ starts and proves flow switch

Light I flashes and light II is on solid, water flow is not
proven

 Flow has been proven through the boiler and now

 Visually check to see if flow switch is being actuated, if it is flow

the fan sequence will start.

switch is bad.

 Check for power at circulator during operation cycle (120 VAC)
 Remove center screw from circulator and manually turn the
impeller shaft with flat head screw driver.

 Check that flow restrictor has been installed for boiler that is piped
primary secondary.

 Check that no other circulators have been piped in series with
boiler.

 Reset boiler
FAULT
Fan starts and proves air switch

Light I and III flash together and light II is on solid, the
red lock out light is OFF

 Air flow through the boiler has been proven and

 If fan does not start, check that the air pressure switch (A.P.S.) is

the ignition sequence will now start

not in closed position before the fan starts.

 If the A.P.S. is open, check for 120 VAC at the fan.
 If fan starts, check the pressures on the + and - test ports on top of
the boiler. There must be a difference of at least .6 inches of water
column.

 If A.P.S. checks out, verify that there is continuity across the manual reset high limit. If there is not, reset the limit.

 Reset the boiler
FAULT
Ignition starts, lights and senses the flame
 The boiler has proven flame and will run until the
call for heat is done.

Light I and III flash together and light II is on solid, the
red lock out light is ON
 If the flame does not light, visually check to make sure the igniters
are sparking. If they are not, check the quick connect plugs between the ignition card and the igniters. If the unit still will not
spark, replace the ignition card.

 If there is spark, but no flame, check the incoming gas pressure and
the manifold gas pressure..
Propane: incoming—11 in w.c. /
ignition—5.5 in w.c.

For further Technical Support, contact
QHT, Inc. 800-501-7697

Natural: incoming—8 in w.c.
ignition—2.5 in w.c.

 If the flame lights, and is extinguished after 10 seconds, verify that
the polarity of the power coming into the unit is not reversed.

 If the polarity is correct, disconnect the quick connect plug for the
flame sensing rod. It is the wire with no black sheathing on it.
Placing your electrical meter between the two plugs, read a DC
micro amp current while the unit is running. You should read 3.5
micro amps. If you do not replace the flame sensing rod.
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 Reset the boiler
Note: The boiler must flash an error code before a flame lockout can
be reset.

RIVA OPERATION LIGHTS

GAS PRESSURE SETTINGS
Boiler

Type

Model

Gas Type

Riva Plus

Heat Only M135.30CR Natural
&
&
Combi M135.30CM Propane

Riva

Heat Only M130.30CR Natural
&
&
M35.30CB Propane
Combi

Gas Supply Pressure (inwc)

Gas Pressure at Burner (inwc)

Normal

Min

Max

Min

Max

Ignition

7.0

3.5

10.5

1.0

4.8

2.4

11.0

8.0

13.0

2.0

10.3

5.1

7.0

3.5

10.5

0.8

5.3

2.4

11.0

8.0

12.0

1.4

9.0

5.2

